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Lawrence and Caryl Abdo
Elizabeth and Alden Abraham
Erik Allen
Gerald and Mary Anderson
Leland and Nancy Annett
Ward and Kathleen Armstrong
Thomas and Sharon Auth
Andrew and Irene Bailey
Donn and Louise Barber
Paul Beltz
Michelle Champlin Bergner and Peter Bergner
Norman and Constance Bjornnes
Jeffrey Bjstrom
Brent and Karen Blackey
Mary Pat Blake
Nita Bradford
Thia Breen and Laurie Dowley
John and Kristin Bruellman
Jon and Susan Campbell
Blake and Candace Carlson
Tod and Bonnie Carpenter
Andrew and Kathleen Cecere
Sanjeev and Laura Chaddha
Yi-Chun Chou
David and Molly Clark
Christopher Clysdale
Michael Connelly and Nancy Wagner
Scott and Lisa Crump
Thomas and Ann Degnan
Janice DeGross

David and Jo Ann Dent
Kuldeep and Anupa Dhar
Stephen Ditman
Tim and Valerie Doherty
Jock and Sara Donaldson
Mona and Thomas Dougherty
Dawn Downs
Robert and Judith Duffy
Bradley Dunlap
Thomas and Mary Dybsky
Steven Eilertson and Cynthia Huntington
Mary Jo and Paul Ekman
Alan Eliason
Robert Engelke
Matthew and Kristy Epp
LeeAnn and Jeffrey Ettinger
John Feigal
Laurence and Marye Feldman
Mark and Jill Feriancek
Michael and Linda Fiterman
Frederick and Marilyn Fleury
Elizabeth Flynn-Ferry
Timothy Forstad and Dzung Nguyen
Julie and Kenneth Fraunhofer
Lorraine Freeberg
Edwin and Barbara Gage
Michael and Carol Garbisch
Brian Gerhardson and John Shade
Matthew and Colleen Ginter
Chip and Janet Glaser
Barbara Glaser and Paul Zachos
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Rolland and Jean Glessing
Luella and Stanley Goldberg
Harold and Cynthia Goldfine
Richard and Susan Goldman
Steven and Jill Gottlieb
Matthew Grimes and Lisa Irvin
Jody Gunderson
Lili Hall Scarpa and Andrea Scarpa
Linda and Harold Haluptzok
Wade Hanson
Michael Happe and Shannon Fitzsimmons-Happe
John and Mary Beth Hartmann
Marjorie and Donald Helmer
Donald and JoAnne Heltner
Richard Helvig and Sheryl Harapat
James and Kathleen Henderson
Larry and Beverly Hinman
William Hodder
Clifford and Laraine Hoffman
Michael and Tamara Hoffman
David and Mary Holtze
John and Diane Houle
Timothy Huebsch
Joe Hurd
Nicholas and Carolyn Hyser
Ann and Robert Jackson
Todd Johns
Steven Johnston
Hubert Joly
Todd Jones

Dean Jorgensen
Paul Jungquist
David Katkov and Patricia Wyffels
John and Jodi Kelly
David and Jillinda Kidwell
Nancy Kiskis
Robert and Karen Knoll
Chris and Amy Koch
Brian Kovalchuk and Mary Sue Weir
Adam and Tracy Krasnoff
Ryan and Amy Kroll
Jean and Jim Kuehl
Robert and Elizabeth Kueppers
Patrick and Leah Larson
Wesley and Mary Kate Laseki
James and Mary Lawrence
Gerald and Dina Leener
Beth and Todd Leonard
Mary and Anthony Leone
Ross and Bridget Levin
Nancy and John Lindahl
Jon Lindekugel and Donna Williams
Joy Lindsay and Roy Martin
Daniel and Claudette Luijtjens
Timothy and Jane Lundberg
Thomas Madison
John and Debra Mahoney
Brian and Roseanne Mallaro
Ronald and Patricia Mangelsdorm
Kathryn and Paul Marinello
Kerry Marusich and Lisa Ferris
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Catherine Mathis and Robert Burchell
Malcom and Sonia McDonald
Patrick and Kelly McGinnis
Phillip and Michele Miller
Brian and Meghan Milovich
Karin Moe
David Moes
Marcelo and Maria Montero
Paul and Jean Mooty
Laura Moret and Patrick Rooney
Bennett and Sharon Morgan
Barbara and Aubert Mowry
Joseph and Kathleen Mucha
Neil Mumm and Anna Poston-Mumm
Dennis Nelson and Barbara Franta
Marilyn Carlson Nelson
Wendy Nelson
Chris and Leslie Neugent
Michael and Robin Newell
Laura and David Newinski
Jay Nibbe
Donald and Lesly Nicholson
Stuart Nolan
Brian and Julia Nordling
Ryan Norine
David Nuernberg
Judd Nystrom
Richard and Katharine Olson
Valdemar Olson
Charles and Victoria Osborne
Margaret Osborne

James Otieno and Maren Jensen
Diane and Joe Paauwe
Randall Paulson and Teresa Battaglia
Maureen Pechacek and Maynard Howe
Robert Pederson
Shannon Peloquin and Mark McLaughlin
John and Terri Penshorn
Christopher and Kelly Perry
Dwight and Marjorie Peterson
Robert and Joan Piche
James Prokopanko and Bonnie McPhee
Trevor and Caren Putrah
Nii-Auite Quaye
Jeffery and Lynn Radunz
Eric and Karen Rangen
Benjamin and Katherine Reinhardt
Bruce Richard
Douglas and Mona Ritter
Mark and Cynthia Rodahl
Steven and Susan Rubin
Stacy Rubsam and Elizabeth Draxten
William and Jacqueline Rudelius
Susan and William Sands
Mark and Rosario Schindele
Douglas and Margaret Schmalz
Kurt and Carol Schmid
Craig and Jessica Schmidt
David and Nanette Schoeder
Jeffrey and Mary Scott
Joel Seleskie
Robert and Pamela Senkler
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Dennis and Barbara Senneseth
Jordan Serre
Janette Shimanski and Robert Mills
Ty and Susan Silberhorn
Simmi and Raj Singh
Travis Smith
Bill and Karen Snedeker
Joel Stead
Robert and Judith Steiner
Morris Stockburger and Carla Pavone
John and Kathy Stone
Patricia and Robert Strickland
Dean and Amy Sundquist
Christopher and Kerry Swanson
Barry and Linea Tedlund
Vanessa Tennyson and Jo Ann Gulstad
Patricia Thayer
David and Lane Thompson
Michael and Rebecca Thyken
James and Ann Trenda
Frank and Carol Trestman
Anne Tsui
Darla Tufto
Kathleen and Leslie Tune
Ken and Patty Vanderlin
Anupama Vege and Abhijit Dubey
Jeanne Voigt
Jason Waggoner
H William and Judy Walter
Dana Wedum-Kennelly
John and Annette Whaley

John and Margaret Wiehoff
Michael Wilm
Jane Windmeier
Andrew Winton and Judi Lamble
Kurtis Wohlford
Jill and Patrick Wyant
Thomas and Julie Yoemans
Aks and Sri Zaheer
Wade and Alison Zander
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Associates ($1,000+)
Lindsay and Tim Amundson
Paul Arnevik
Selemon and Lauren Asfaw
Joseph Braman
Richard and Emily Furseth
Breandan Gleason and Jen Kamstra
Drew and Krista Hensel
Krishnakumar Iyer
Sarah and Christopher Kerber
Steven Kislenko
Brian Lammers and Emily Knox
Alexander Mallinger
Scott Mays
Meredith Miller Elwell
Samantha Muraski
Tim O'Neil Jr.
Jon and Mary Podvin
Anna Resman
Michelle Rosas
Matthew Salamonski
Michael and Shawna Sertich
John and Stacey Sturgess
Nicholas Treat
Jennifer Wade
Timothy Weiske
Patrick and Catherine Weldon
Kysa Youngren

2018 Graduates ($500+)
Nicholas Barnett
David Dawes
Elizabeth Emery
Chris Grantham
Ruthvik Hejibu
Will Mooty
Ashley Ver Burg Soukup
Fred Steiner
Raffi Tashjian
David Veth
Angela Wittrock